Møller & Erritzøe [1] investigated whether shot birds that were delivered to a taxidermist differed in brain mass from birds that were not shot, but brought to the same taxidermist, once the potentially confounding effects of species, sex, age, body mass and body condition had been controlled statistically. Zink & Stuber [2] claimed that these analyses did not support their conclusions. Surprisingly, their re-analyses did not control for potentially confounding variables.
Two issues are potentially at stake in the Zink & Stuber analyses of the relationship between the risk of getting shot and relative brain size. Collinearity between brain and body size is high, and this could potentially affect the conclusions. However, Freckleton [3] pointed out that collinearity is not necessarily a major issue in analyses like theirs. Least-squares regression is an adequate method for dealing with even high levels of collinearity [4] . Specifically, Freckleton noted that if there are differences in measurement error among variables [3] , this could affect the results [5] . There is no reason to assume that there are differences in measurement error for the different variables. An analysis restricted to species that were hunted reached a similar conclusion [1] . The same applies to an analysis that included body condition as a predictor [1] .
In a second series of analysis, we calculated residual brain mass from a regression of log-transformed brain mass on log-transformed body mass. Subsequently, we used these residuals in combination with species (fixed effect), sex and age (fixed effects) as predictors in a logistic regression with whether the individual was shot or not as the response variable (based on data in the supplementary material). This model revealed a significant effect of residual brain mass ( Finally, the mass of the liver and the heart can be considered controls hypothesized not to be related to the risk of getting shot. We found no significant relationships between the risk of getting shot and the relative size of these organs, sex and age as fixed factors and residuals from a regression of logtransformed organ mass on log-transformed body mass as a covariate (heart mass:
Hence, the conclusion for risk of getting shot is specific to an analysis based on relative brain size and not to analyses of the relative size of two other organs that were hypothesized not to affect the risk of getting shot. If we use Akaike's Information Criterion for small sample sizes (AICc) values [6] to list models with respect to their performance, we can draw the following conclusions. The null model including sex, age and species had an
This change in AICc provides strong evidence for one model being better than the other [7] .
Finally, Zink & Stuber [2] make a number of erroneous claims about their study relating to hunting methods and species subject to hunting. For example, they claim that hunting mainly is associated with decoys in their study area, while we have not during the last 50 years seen one single case of hunting with decoys. Likewise, their list of species that have been hunted legally during this period of 50 years lacks a large number of species that have been hunted. Their claims about hunting methods and species subject to hunting are not based on published information, nor are they based on actual hunting practices in the area from which their specimens were derived.
In conclusion, we can, based on previously published, but also new analyses, state that birds with small brains for their body mass have a disproportionately large risk of getting shot, while that is not the case for heart or liver size.
Data accessibility. The data accompanying the paper are available as electronic supplementary material.
